
Science Fair Research Paper 

  

 If you have ever watched swimming in the Olympics, you may have noticed the special 

swimsuits swimmers wear during competition. These expensive swimsuits are called tech suits, 

and are worn because it is believed they will help a swimmer drop time during a meet. However, 

people often wonder, “Do expensive tech suits actually help a swimmer swim faster than an 

average swimsuit?” In order to answer this question, this study will examine the materials used 

in an average swimsuit and a tech suit. It will also look at the design of a tech suit, and if it 

contributes to helping a swimmer swim faster. Based on the research presented in this study, it 

can be concluded that a tech suit will help you swim faster than an average swimsuit. 

 The first swimsuit examined was the TYR Maxfit suit. The three materials used in this 

suit are nylon, spandex, and a polyester and spandex blend for the lining. Nylon is commonly 

used in swimwear because it forms a very strong, elastic material. “Nylon fibers are 

exceptionally strong and elastic and stronger than polyester fibers. The fibers have excellent 

toughness, abrasion resistance, and are easy to wash, and to dye in a wide range of colors” 

(“Polyamide Fibers”). Nylon is also used because it is soft and smooth, making it comfortable to 

wear. Spandex is used in swimwear to give it stretch, making it easy to take on and off. “In 

textiles the synthetic fiber known generically as spandex is composed of at least 85 percent 

polyurethane by weight. Such fibers are generally used for their highly elastic properties” 

(Encyclopedia Britannica). Polyester is used in swimwear for its water resistance properties. “It 

does not absorb moisture, but does absorb oil; this quality makes polyester the perfect fabric for 

the application of water-, soil-, and fire-resistant finishes” (Krapp). 

The next swimsuit examined was the A3 Performance tech suit. The three materials used 

in this suit are polyamide, elastin, and polyester for the lining. After researching polyamide, it 

was found that polyamide is just another term for nylon. “Polyamide is a nylon-based fabric and 

provides comfort to the tech suit” (“What Are Tech Suits For Swimming?”). Elastane is an 

elastic fabric that was also found to be just another term for spandex. “Elastane is the generic 

term used to describe branded textiles such as Lycra. This type of fabric is also called spandex, 

and its primary attribute is its incredible elasticity” (Sewport Support Team). It can be concluded 

that both an average swimsuit and a tech suit are primarily made up of the same materials. 

 Lastly, this study looked at the unique design of a tech suit. The most important design 

element of a tech suit is its ability to create compression on the muscles. Compression is when 

something is pressed together or forced into a smaller space (“Compress”). “A tech suit with 

good compression built into its design can significantly increase performance in the water. 

Muscular compression increases muscle activation and efficiency by allowing blood to circulate 

through your muscles at faster rates” (“Do Tech Suits Make A Difference?”). Also, although an 

average swimsuit and tech suit use the same materials, tech suits commonly use less material. 

“Some tech suits use less material and have a thinner, but lighter design” (“Do Tech Suits Make 

A Difference?”). This design element helps cut down on extra resistance in the water that is 



commonly called, “drag.” It can be concluded that muscular compression created by a tech suit 

and a lighter design would contribute to helping a swimmer swim faster. 

 Do expensive tech suits actually help a swimmer swim faster than an average swimsuit? 

This study researched the materials of an average swimsuit and a tech suit, and also examined 

the design of a tech suit. Although tech suits and swimsuits are made from the same materials, 

the element that makes tech suits more efficient is that they create muscular compression which 

allows your muscles to be more efficient. Based on the research presented in this study, it can be 

concluded that a tech suit will help you swim faster than an average swimsuit.  
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